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Access the largest collection of peer-reviewed optics and 
photonics content via OSA Publishing’s Digital Library. It 
contains more than 370,000 articles from 19 publications 
including OSA’s flagship magazine, as well as conference 
papers across nearly 700 meetings.

x LEGACY.
For over 100 years, The Optical Society (OSA) has provid-
ed quality research, inspired interactions, and dedicated 
significant resources to support the global optics and 
photonics community.

x MOST ARTICLES AND CITATIONS.
OSA is proud that its collection of flagship, partnered, 
and co-published peer-reviewed journals continue  
to receive the most citations (40%) and publish the  
largest number of articles (33%) in the field of optics  
and photonics. (2017 Journal Citation Reports®,  
Clarivate Analytics 2018)

x HIGHEST QUALITY.
Scientists regularly turn to OSA’s content to meet their 
research needs. Since 1917, OSA has been publishing 
seminal research in optics and photonics, including the 
findings of thought leaders, Nobel Prize winners, and in-
ventors who have changed the technological landscape 
in our field.

x GLOBAL REACH.
Uniting over 350,000 professionals from 177 countries, 
OSA brings together the global optics and photonics 
community through its publishing program. Our articles 
come from authors around the world, and our content is 
easily discoverable on the OSA Publishing platform and 
via several different indexing services.

OSA PUBLISHING
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NEW PRODUCTS 
AND SERVICES

NEW JOURNAL: OSA CONTINUUM
OSA Continuum is OSA’s new Gold 
Open-Access journal. This broad-scope, 
rapid-publication journal assesses 
submissions for accuracy, scientific 
rigor, and quality of presentation. In an 
effort to accelerate scientific discovery, 
the Journal encourages the submission 
of negative results and reproducibility 

studies, and provides a transparent peer review option for 
authors and reviewers. See page 12 for more details.

NEW JOURNAL ADDED TO THE OPTICS 
INFOBASE PACKAGE IN 2019

Starting 1 January 2019, the Journal of 
Near Infrared Spectroscopy (JNIRS) will 
become part of the Optics InfoBase 
(OIB) package. JNIRS publishes original 
research papers, short communications, 
review articles, and letters concerned 
with near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy 
and technology, its application, 
new instrumentation and the use of 

chemometric and data handling techniques within NIR.  
See page 7 for more details.

COUNTER RELEASE 5
Recognizing the desire for librarians to have more granular 
data on their patrons’ downloads, OSA will be implementing 
the new COUNTER Release 5 (R5) in early 2019. To find out 
more about the reports that OSA currently offers and/or  
how to access your library’s COUNTER reports, visit  
www.osapublishing.org/library.

IMPROVED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
DISCOVERABILITY
At the end of Q1 2019, OSA will complete the year-long 
conversion process of all conference proceedings associated 
with the nearly 700 meetings that are archived on the OSA 
Publishing platform. As a result of this effort, search and 
discoverability of this content will be greatly enhanced for 
authors and library patrons alike. 

See page 18 more for information about OSA’s 
Conference Proceedings products.
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NEW AUTHOR/PATRON  
SERVICES

EASIER REMOTE ACCESS FOR 
SUBSCRIBERS
OSA Publishing has implemented Google’s Campus Activated 
Subscriber Access (CASA) system. With this new service, 
your patrons are able to seamlessly access your institution’s 
subscribed-to content from a portable device that is first 
connected to the institution’s network—with no additional 
off-campus login.

UNIVERSAL MANUSCRIPT TEMPLATE
In an effort to ease the burden associated with submitting 
a research article to an OSA journal, OSA has introduced 
a new universal manuscript template. The new template 
significantly simplifies the manuscript preparation process 
for authors as well as eases transfers between OSA journals 
that use different formatting (e.g., single- versus double-
column) as reformatting is no longer required. For more 
information, visit the “Style Guides & Templates” section 
within www.osapublishing.org/author/author.cfm.

OSA PUBLISHING IS NOW ON TWITTER
OSA Publishing now has a dedicated Twitter account. Be 
sure to follow @OSAPublishing for the latest news, updates, 
and current research in #optics and #photonics from OSA 
Publishing. 

For more information about these and other author  
services, visit OSA’s Author & Reviewer Resource Center at 
www.osapublishing.org/author/author.cfm.
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JOURNAL CITATION METRICS

Additional metrics for OSA’s journals, including Eigenfactor 
and Google Scholar h5-index, can be found at www.osa 
publishing.org/journalmetrics.cfm.

NOTE: Applied Spectroscopy (AS), available on the OSA Pub-
lishing platform, has a 2017 Impact Factor of 1.642. It is listed 
in the Spectroscopy category with rankings of #24 out of 42 
journals by Impact Factor and #10 by Total Cites.

Journal of Near Infrared Spectroscopy (JNIRS), also available 
on the OSA Publishing platform, has a 2017 Impact Factor 
of 1.113. It is listed in the Chemistry, Applied category with 
a ranking of #48 out of 71 and in the Spectroscopy category 
with a ranking of #30 out of 42.

Source: 2017 Journal Citation Reports®, Clarivate Analytics 2018

OPTICS CATEGORY RANKINGS

 
 
Journal

 
Impact  
Factor

 
Total  

Citations

Rank by  
Impact  
Factor

Rank  
by Total  

Citations

ADV OPT PHOTONICS 21.286 2,050 2 47

OPTICA 7.536 4,366 5 36

PHOTONICS RESEARCH 5.242 1,208 10 54

J LIGHTWAVE TECHNOL 3.652 22,458 13 6

OPT LETT 3.589 66,148 14 3

BIOMED OPT EXPRESS 3.482 8,120 15 22

OPT EXPRESS 3.356 104,686 19 2

J OPT COMMUN NETW 2.742 2,340 24 46

OPT MATER EXPRESS 2.566 4,773 30 34

J OPT SOC AM B 2.048 12,830 42 13

CHIN OPT LETT 1.948 2,542 44 45

APPL OPTICS 1.791 45,131 49 4

J OPT SOC AM A 1.566 13,980 53 10

J OPT TECHNOL 0.392 762 87 65 
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Advances in Optics and Photonics
Advances in Optics and Photonics (AOP) 
publishes comprehensive review 
articles and tutorials appropriate for 
students, researchers, faculty, busi-
ness professionals, and engineers. 
This authoritative journal reviews 
advances in optics and photonics from 
fundamental studies to engineering 
applications.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Govind Agrawal 
University of Rochester, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 11, 4 issues, quarterly

ISSN: 1943-8206 (online)

Applied Optics
Applied Optics (AO) publishes in-depth, 
peer-reviewed articles related to appli-
cations-centered research in optical 
technology, lasers, photonics, environ-
mental optics, sensing, and information 
processing. Articles concentrate on the 
potential of science and technology 
for practical applications and include 
the development and performance of 
cutting-edge technologies.  

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Ronald Driggers  
University of Central Florida, CREOL, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 58, 36 issues, 3 times/month

ISSN: 1559-128X (print), ISSN: 2155-3165 (online)

THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $602 $602 $602

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $4,805 $4,805 $4,805
     with Leased Backfile $4,989 $4,989 $4,989
Online & Print $6,134 $6,367 $6,648
     with Leased Backfile $6,344 $6,577 $6,858
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THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

Applied Spectroscopy
Applied Spectroscopy (AS) covers appli-
cations in analytical chemistry, materials 
science, biotechnology, and chemical 
characterization.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Michael W. Blades  
University of British Columbia, Canada

PUBLISHER: SAGE Publishing

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 73,  
12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 0003-7028 (print), ISSN: 1943-3530 (online)

Only available from OSA as part of Print + Online 1 or 3 
package or an Optics InfoBase or Optics InfoBase Premium 
package subscription. For single title sales, please contact 
SAGE Publishing for pricing.

Biomedical Optics Express
Biomedical Optics Express (BOEx) is OSA’s 
principal outlet serving the biomedical 
optics community with rapid, Open-
Access, peer-reviewed papers related 
to optics, photonics, and imaging in 
the life sciences. The Journal’s scope 
encompasses theoretical modeling 
and simulations, technology develop-
ment, biomedical studies, and clinical 
applications.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Christoph K. Hitzenberger 
Medical University of Vienna, Austria

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 10, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 2156-7085 (online)

GOLD OPEN ACCESS
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Chinese Optics Letters
Chinese Optics Letters (COL) is one of 
the leading journals for optics in China. 
Published in English, the Journal pro-
motes the generation, application, and 
archiving of knowledge in all fields of 
optics. COL is sponsored by the Chinese 
Optical Society, the Shanghai Institute 
of Optics and Fine Mechanics and the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Zhizhan Xu 
Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences, China

PUBLISHER: Chinese Laser Press

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 17, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 1671-7694 (print)

Current Optics and Photonics
Current Optics and Photonics (COPP) 
is published in English by the Optical 
Society of Korea (OSK) and is made 
available through OSA Publishing 
in partnership with OSK. COPP was 
launched in February 2017 and was 
formerly the Journal of the Optical Soci-
ety of Korea (JOSK). This Open-Access 
Journal publishes recent advances, 
state-of-the-art research and develop-

ment results in all areas of optical science and technology.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Bumki Min 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Korea

PUBLISHER: Optical Society of Korea

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 3, 6 issues, bi-monthly

ISSN: 2508-7266 (print), ISSN: 2508-7274 (online)

OPEN ACCESS

THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online & Print $1,449 $1,507 $1,582
     with Leased Backfile $1,504 $1,562 $1,637
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THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

Journal of Lightwave Technology
The Journal of Lightwave Technology 
(JLT) contains theoretical and experi-
mental papers on topics such as fiber 
and cable technologies; active and 
passive guided wave components such 
as light sources, detectors, repeaters, 
switches, and fiber sensors; integrated 
optics and optoelectronics, systems, and 
sub-systems; networks; and switching.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Peter J. Winzer 
Nokia Bell Labs, USA

PUBLISHER: OSA and IEEE

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 37, 24 semi-monthly online 
issues, 6 bi-monthly print issues

ISSN: 0733-8724 (print), ISSN: 1558-2213 (online)

Journal of Near Infrared Spectroscopy
The Journal of Near Infrared Spectroscopy 
(JNIRS) is a peer-reviewed journal that 
publishes original research papers, 
short communications, review articles, 
and letters concerned with near infra-
red (NIR) spectroscopy and technology, 
its application, new instrumentation 
and the use of chemometric and data 
handling techniques within NIR.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Roger Meder 
Meder Consulting, Australia

PUBLISHER: SAGE Publishing

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 27, 6 issues, bi-monthly

ISSN: 0967-0335 (print), ISSN: 1751-6552 (online)

Only available as part of the Optics InfoBase and Optics Info-
Base Premium packages. For single title sales, please contact 
SAGE Publishing for pricing.

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $2,529 $2,529 $2,529
     with Leased Backfile $2,624 $2,624 $2,624
Online & Print $3,640 $3,640 $3,746
     with Leased Backfile $3,757 $3,757 $3,863
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Journal of Optical Communications  
and Networking

The Journal of Optical Communica-
tions and Networking (JOCN) covers all 
aspects of optical networking science, 
technology, and engineering, including 
both theoretical and practical contribu-
tions.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Jane M. Simmons 
Monarch Network Architects, USA 

PUBLISHER: OSA and IEEE

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 11, 12 monthly online issues,  
4 quarterly print issues

ISSN: 1943-0620 (print), ISSN: 1943-0639 (online)

THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

Journal of Optical Technology
The Journal of Optical Technology (JOT) 
is an English-language translation of 
the Russian journal, Opticheskii Zhurnal, 
which originates from the S.I. Vavilov 
State Optical Institute. JOT publishes 
design details of a diversity of optical 
instruments, along with a strong sec-
tion on computational optics useful to 
engineers, mathematicians, and physi-
cists, as well as optical scientists.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Nikolay Rosanov 
S.I. Vavilov State Optical Institute, Russia

PUBLISHER: S.I. Vavilov State Optical Institute and  
D.S. Rozhdestvensky Optical Society

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 86, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 1070-9762 (print), ISSN: 1091-0786 (online)

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $2,385 $2,385 $2,385
     with Leased Backfile $2,476 $2,476 $2,476
Online & Print $3,425 $3,425 $3,531
     with Leased Backfile $3,536 $3,536 $3,642

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $3,682 $3,682 $3,682
     with Leased Backfile $3,824 $3,824 $3,824
Online & Print $4,163 $4,216 $4,311
     with Leased Backfile $4,314 $4,367 $4,462
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THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

Journal of the Optical Society of America A: 
Optics, Image Science, and Vision

The Journal of the Optical Society of 
America A (JOSA A) is devoted to 
fundamental results in classical optics, 
image science, and vision. JOSA A has 
a rich history of publishing valuable, 
comprehensive papers on topics such 
as atmospheric optics, clinical vision, 
coherence and statistical optics, color, 
image processing, machine vision, scat-
tering, and visual optics.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: P. Scott Carney 
University of Rochester, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 36, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 1084-7529 (print), ISSN: 1520-8532 (online)

Journal of the Optical Society of America B: 
Optical Physics

The Journal of the Optical Society of 
America B (JOSA B) emphasizes fun-
damental research on the interaction 
of light with matter, such as quantum 
optics, nonlinear optics, and laser phys-
ics. Each year the Journal adds to its 
legacy of respected content in topics 
including atom optics and cold atoms, 
metamaterials, nanophotonics, photonic 
crystals, spectroscopy, THz optics, ultra-

fast phenomena, and other related subjects.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Kurt Busch 
Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 36, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 0740-3224 (print), ISSN: 1520-8540 (online)

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $2,519 $2,519 $2,519
     with Leased Backfile $2,616 $2,616 $2,616
Online & Print $3,233 $3,323 $3,413
     with Leased Backfile $3,344 $3,434 $3,524

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $2,519 $2,519 $2,519
     with Leased Backfile $2,616 $2,616 $2,616
Online & Print $3,233 $3,323 $3,413
     with Leased Backfile $3,344 $3,434 $3,524
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THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

Optical Materials Express
Optical Materials Express (OMEx) is a 
rapidly published online-only, Open-
Access journal. It emphasizes advances 
in optical materials, their properties, 
modeling, synthesis, and fabrica-
tion techniques; how such materials 
contribute to novel optical behavior; 
and how they enable new or improved 
optical devices.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Alexandra Boltasseva 
Purdue University, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 9, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 2159-3930 (online)

GOLD OPEN ACCESS

Optica
Optica is dedicated to the rapid dissem-
ination of the highest impact results 
in all areas of optics and photonics. 
This online-only, Open-Access journal 
publishes original peer-reviewed 
research articles, letters, memoranda, 
and mini-reviews that appeal to a broad 
audience. A highly selective journal, 
Optica is a venue for authors to publish 

their most exciting work, be it theoretical or experimental, 
fundamental or applied.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Alexander L. Gaeta 
Columbia University, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 6, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 2334-2536 (online)

GOLD OPEN ACCESS
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THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

Optics Letters
Optics Letters (OL) provides the latest 
noteworthy and novel concepts in all 
areas of optics and photonics in its 
short, peer-reviewed, rapid communi-
cations. The articles describe research-
in-progress, thus reflecting the leading 
edge in the “science of light.”
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Xi-Cheng Zhang 
University of Rochester, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 44, 24 issues, semi-monthly

ISSN: 0146-9592 (print), ISSN: 1539-4794 (online)

Optics Express
The online-only, Open-Access journal, 
Optics Express (OpEx), provides rapid 
publication of peer-reviewed articles 
that emphasize scientific and technol-
ogy innovations in all aspects of optics 
and photonics.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: James Leger 
University of Minnesota, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 27,  
26 issues, bi-weekly

ISSN: 1094-4087 (online)

GOLD OPEN ACCESS

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $2,706 $2,706 $2,706
     with Leased Backfile $2,809 $2,809 $2,809
Online & Print $3,541 $3,631 $3,742
     with Leased Backfile $3,661 $3,751 $3,862
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THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

OSA Continuum
OSA Continuum is a broad-based, 
rapid-publication Journal that focuses 
on assessing submissions for accuracy, 
scientific rigor, and presentation stan-
dard. In an effort to accelerate scientific 
discovery, the Journal also encourages 
the submission of negative results and 
reproducibility studies and provides 
a transparent peer review option for 
authors and reviewers.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Takashige Omatsu 
Chiba University, Japan

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 2, 12 issues, monthly

ISSN: 2578-7519 (online)

GOLD OPEN ACCESS

Optics & Photonics News
With in-depth coverage of recent 
developments in the field, Optics & 
Photonics News (OPN) offers busy 
professionals the tools they need for 
success in the optics industry. This 
premier news magazine covers science 
and society, education, technology, 
and business, to make the diverse field 
accessible to researchers, engineers, 
business people, and students alike.

SENIOR EDITOR: Stewart Wills 
OSA, USA

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 30, 11 issues, monthly

ISSN: 1047-6938 (print), ISSN: 1541-3721 (online)

2019  
Institutional Pricing USA List

Canada/ 
South America Europe/Asia/Africa

Online Only $156 $156 $156
     with Leased Backfile $162 $162 $162
Online & Print $175 $202 $212
     with Leased Backfile $182 $209 $219
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THE JOURNAL COLLECTION

Photonics Research
OSA and Chinese Laser Press co-publish 
this peer-reviewed, Open-Access, 
online-only journal reporting funda-
mental and applied research progress 
in optics and photonics.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Zhiping (James) Zhou 
Peking University, China

PUBLISHER: OSA and Chinese Laser Press

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY: Volume 7,  
12 issues, bi-monthly

ISSN: 2327-9125 (online)

GOLD OPEN ACCESS
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OSA offers two packages that include comprehensive cover-
age of the newest published content plus complimentary 
access to the extended backfiles for all titles included in each 
package.

The Optics InfoBase package provides access to 18 jour-
nals; OSA’s magazine, Optics & Photonics News (OPN); and the 
conference proceedings from all of OSA’s Topical Meetings. 
New for 2019: Includes articles published in the Journal of 
Near Infrared Spectroscopy (JNIRS) and OSA Continuum. 

The Optics InfoBase Premium package offers access to the 
same content as the Optics InfoBase package plus the con-
ference proceedings from all of OSA’s major meetings (FiO, 
CLEO, OFC), unlimited access to OSA’s Optics ImageBank of 
over 1,000,000 journal images, and access to Anthony Seig-
man’s Lasers eBook, OSA’s Century of Optics eBook, and 4 OPN 
Centennial eBooklets.

ACCESS TO ALL  
OSA CONTENT

 
Title

Optics  
InfoBase

Optics InfoBase 
Premium

AOP i i
AO i i
AS i i
BOEx i i
COL i i
COPP i i
JDT (2005-2016) i i
JLT i i
JNIRS i i
JOCN i i
JON (2002-2009) i i
JOSA (1917-1983) i i
JOSA A i i
JOSA B i i
JOSK (1997-2016) i i
JOT i i
Optica i i
OMEx i i
OPEx i i
OL i i
ON (1975-1989) i i
OPN i i
OSAC i i
PR i i
OSA Topical Meetings i i
OSA Major Meeting Series i
Optics ImageBank i
Lasers eBook i
OSA Century of Optics eBook i
Centennial eBooks i

Price $21,541 $23,365
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E-COMBINATION  
PACKAGES

In addition to the two Optics InfoBase packages, OSA offers 
four other online-only combination packages.

The E-Combination 1 package offers access to select jour-
nals, including OSA’s core titles. 

The E-Combination 2 package includes the same titles as 
E-Combination 1 but also includes access to OSA’s Optics 
ImageBank, which includes over 1,000,000 images from 
OSA’s core journal titles.

The E-Combination 3 and 4 packages allow subscribers 
to create their own package by either choosing any 2 or 3 
of OSA’s core titles (as noted below) and then adding OSA’s 
high-impact review journal, Advances in Optics and Photon-
ics (AOP). A key benefit of subscribing to any one of OSA’s 
E-Combination packages is that OSA includes complimen-
tary access to the extended backfile content for each journal 
included in the package subscribed to.

E-COMBINATION PACKAGES
Title 1 2 3 4

AOP i i i i
AO i i i* i †

BOEx i i i i
COPP i i i i
JOCN i i
JON (2002-2009) i i
JOSA (1917-1983) i i i ‡ i ‡

JOSA A i i i* i †

JOSA B i i i* i †

JOSK (1997-2016) i i i i
Optica i i i i
OMEx i i i i
OpEx i i i i
OL i i i* i †

ON (1975-1989) i i
OPN i i
OSAC i i i i
PR i i i i
Optics ImageBank i

Price $14,136 $15,204 Varies∆ Varies∆

*Your choice of 2 of these titles plus AOP.
†Your choice of 3 of these titles plus AOP.
‡ If you select JOSA A or JOSA B as part of E-Combination 3 or 4, you 
will also receive access to JOSA (1917-1983).

∆Based on selected titles.
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If your institution prefers having a print copy of the jour-
nals that you subscribe to in addition to the online version, 
OSA’s Print + Online packages are perfect for you. As with 
our other package subscriptions, each of the Print + Online 
packages provides complimentary access to the extended 
backfile for each journal included in the package.

PRINT + ONLINE COMBINATION PACKAGES
Title 1 2 3

AOP* i i i

AO i i i

AS i

BOEx* i i i

COPP* i i i

JDT* (2005-2016) i

JLT i

JOCN i i

JON* (2002-2009) i i

JOSA* (1917-1983) i i i

JOSA A i i i

JOSA B i i i

JOSK* (1991-2016) i i i

JOT i

Optica* i i i

OMEx* i i i

OpEx* i i i

OL i i i

ON* (1975-1989) i i i

OPN i i i

OSAC* i i i

PR* i i i

US $14,354 $24,071 $18,108

Canada/ 
South America $14,884 $24,654 $18,708

Europe/Asia $15,466 $25,543 $19,477

*Online only.

If you need guidance on selecting the best package option 
for your institution, please contact OSA or your local sales 
representative.

PRINT + ONLINE  
PACKAGES
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DIGITAL ARCHIVE  
PRODUCTS

 
 
 
 
Journal Titles

Digital  
Archive 1  

covering 
content from 
1917–2005 

Digital  
Archive 2  

covering 
content from 
2006–2015

Centennial 
Archive  
covering 

content from 
1917–2015

Advances in Optics and 
Photonics (launched 2009) u u

Applied Optics  
(launched 1962) u u u

Journal of the Optical Society 
of America (1917–1983) u u

Journal of the Optical Society 
of America A (launched 1984) u u u

Journal of the Optical Society 
of America B (launched 1984) u u u

Optics and Photonics News 
(launched 1990) u u u

Optics Express (launched 1997) u u*
Optics Letters (launched 1977) u u u

Optics News (1975–1989) u u

OSA Conference Proceedings 
(launched 1979) u u u

* 1997–2005

OSA’s Digital Archive products provide your patrons with 
online-only perpetual access to high quality optics and 
photonics research published by the Society over the last 
100 years.

The OSA Centennial Archive includes content from 1917 
to 2015 and covers more than 256,000 journal and magazine 
articles as well as the conference proceedings from over 640 
meetings. Price: $51,000

The OSA Digital Archive 1 includes access to content 
published from 1917 to 2005, including 135,000 articles 
from OSA’s core journals, its magazine, and the conference 
proceedings. Price: $35,000

The OSA Digital Archive 2 supplements the OSA Digital 
Archive 1 and provides access to an additional 121,000 jour-
nal, magazine and conference proceeding articles published 
between 2006 and 2015. Price: $17,000

If you need guidance on selecting the best package option 
for your institution, please contact OSA or your local sales 
representative.
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DIGITAL ARCHIVES AND  
OTHER PRODUCTS

Individual Journal Digital Archives
OSA also offers Digital Archives for some individual journals.  
You can purchase perpetual access to the archives of Applied 
Optics, Optics Letters, the Journal of the Optical Society of America A  
(JOSA A) and/or the Journal of the Optical Society of America B 
(JOSA B). Purchasing one or more of these Individual Journal 
Digital Archives ensures access to all the content in each journal 
from the first issue published through 2006.

Conference Proceedings Products
OSA offers several subscription options for our conference  
proceedings content including: 1) the complete collection  
of papers from nearly 700 meetings; 2) the proceedings from 
one year of the major meetings (CLEO, FiO, OFC) only; or  
3) the proceedings to an individual meeting. A listing of each 
conference and its years of coverage can be found online at 
www.osapublishing.org/conferences.cfm.

FREQUENCY: Over 30 new conferences to be added in 2019.

PUBLISHER: OSA

ISSN: 2162-2701

Journal Archive Coverage Price

Applied Optics 1962–2006  
(35K article PDFs)

$11,500

JOSA + JOSA A 1917–2006  
(22K article PDFs)

$7,400

JOSA + JOSA B 1917–2006  
(23K article PDFs)

$7,400

Optics Letters 1977–2006  
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